PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Project Name___________________________________ Date____________
Type or Model___________________________________ Qty_____________

AMP® HydraProTM Beacon MR16 Brass
In-Grade Light
Product Description
This redesigned in-grade light has several improved features.
This fixture is made from cold forged brass, making it the
ultimate underwater fixture. This version comes with a
Beacon top which provides added glare protection and makes
this fixture a great dock or pathway light.The beacon top
effectively transformers this heavy duty waterproof fixture
into a marker light to help people find their way in the
dark.The benfit of this over the turret top version is that
the beacon is directional, so you can use it on the edge of
a pathway and shine it in a singular direction if you would
prefer to. It also has a pressure fit gasket that creates a
tight seal keeping water out of the internal housing. Newly
designed wire glands prevent water from getting into the
fixture at one of the most common points of failure. This
fixture can also be used on land with its efficient heat
dissipation. Choose your desired lighting by selecting from our
wide variety of MR16 bulbs.

Specifications
◗◗ Construction: Cold Forged Brass
◗◗ Finish: Bronze

Product Dimensions

◗◗ Lead Wire: UL approved 18AWG, 2 conductor SJTW
wire

4”
2”

◗◗ Glass or Lens: Clear Flat Glass
◗◗ Light Source: MR16

1.5”

◗◗ Operating Voltage: 12V
◗◗ Powered by: AMP’s Low Voltage Transformer
◗◗ Torque Setting: 1.5 ft. lbs.

4.25”

Warranty
Lifetime Warranty

Certifications
Max 35 Watts

Features & Benefits

File #E466348

Max 35 Watts
LISTED File #E466348

◗◗ Cold forged frass faceplate with pressure fit gasket (must
be tightened in a star pattern) to guarentee complete
waterproofing.
◗◗ Water tight wire glands ensure water cannot get inside the
fixutre.
◗◗ Lamp-ready for our wide array of MR16 lamps.
◗◗ Efficient heat dissipation.
◗◗ This fixture can be used fully submersed in water.
◗◗ Raised lens to prevent water from puddling.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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